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The main objective of this thesis is to study comparison theory of order projections in 

absolute matrix order unit spaces. In this thesis, we have introduced absolute value 

preserving maps between two absolute order unit spaces. We have proved that a unital 

bijective linear map between two absolute order unit spaces is absolute value preserving if 

and only if it is an isometry. Since the self-adjoint parts of unital C*-algebras are absolute 

order unit spaces, our result can be considered an extension of the studies on surjective 

linear isometries between C*-algebras due to Kadison and the characterization of surjective 

linear isometries between unital JB-algebras obtained by Wright and Youngson.. 

 

We have introduced matricial version of absolute order unit spaces namely absolute matrix 

order unit spaces. We have also generalized the notion of absolute value preserving maps to 

completely absolute value preserving maps between two absolute matrix order unit spaces. 

 

We have define the notion of partial isometry and some other related algebraic notions of 

C*-algebras in order theoretic contexts in absolute matrix order unit spaces. Using them, 

we have introduced and studied comparison of order projections in absolute matrix order 

unit  spaces. This idea is an extension of comparison of projections in a C*-algebra. We 

have defined notions of infinite and properly infinite projections and studied 

characterizations of these notions. 

 

Our proposed comparison theory culminates in formation of K0-groups. We have proved 

that   K0 is a functor from category of absolute matrix order unit spaces with morphisms as 

unital completely absolute value preserving maps to category of abelian groups. We have 

also defined orthogonality of completely absolute value preserving maps and proved that 

K0 is additive on orthogonal unital completely absolute value preserving maps.  
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